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Numerical Computation for the Least Squares Solution of 

Minimum Norm to the First Kind Integral Equations

Jae Heon Yun

ABSTRACT. This paper proposes a numerical method approximating 
the least squares solution of minimum norm (LSSMN) to the first 
kind integral equation Kf = g with a special kernel, and then some 
numerical experiments for this method are provided.

1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, it is assumed that K : Z시의, 그] — 刀引仁리 

is an integral operator defined by (Kf)(x) = dy with
the kernel function E £2([에(| 乂 [이리), and all functions are
real-valued for simplicity of exposition. Then, it is clear that A" is a 
compact operator. Some notations used in this paper are described 
below. The symbol (•, •) and || • || denote the inner product and the 
associated norm in a given Hilbert space, respectively. If M is a subset 
of a Hilbert space, VM denotes the closed linear span of M and M丄 

denotes the orthogonal complement of M. If T is a bounded linear 
operator from a Hilbert space Hi into a Hilbert space 77}? then T* 
denotes the adjoint operator of T, N(T) denotes the null space of T, 
R(T) denotes the range space of T, and 7거’ : 7?(T) + 7?(T)丄 — Hi 
denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of T [3].

A numerical method for approximating the minimum norm solution 
to the first kind integral equation (K/)(a?) = g(x) for all x G [c, d] with 
g G R(K) was proposed in [6]. Notice that the condition g € R(K)
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is required for this method to work properly. Since g E R(K) is 
a somewhat strong condition, we need to consider the case where 
g € R(K) +)丄 . The purpose of this paper is to propose a numer
ical method for approximating the least squares solution of minimum 
norm (LSSMN) to Kf = g with g G 十 2?(7〈)丄. Section 2 pro
vides some theoretical results for a numerical method to be proposed, 
Section 3 contains some numerical results for this method, and some 
con시usions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Rationale of Numerical Method

Since K : [a, fc] — 刀么 [仁리 is assumed to be an integral opera
tor defined by (K/)(a:) = dy with the kernel function
k(x,y) G 刀2([仁세 x [a, 6]), it is easy to show that K* : [c, d] —>
Z《2 [⑷ b] is an integral operator defined by x)h(x) dx
for all h G 후[色 d], where k*(y,x) = k(x,y). It can be also shown 
that K^K : 刀引⑷으] — L2[a, is an integral operator defined by 
(J<*Kf)(y) = f：(k*k)(y,u)f(u)(lu for all f e 刀2[세, where 
(k*k)(y,u) = jj A*(J/,：r)A(:r,ifc)ch = k{x^y)k{x^u)dx. Since

y) E 刀2([色 서] x [a, 6]), it is clear that fc*(y,:r) € 7^2([a, ft] x [c, d]) 
and (k가‘k)(y,u) E 刀2([凶》| x [a, 6]).

Since the kernel k(x,y) is assumed to be in £么([仁,<4 X [a, 이), by 
Fubini’s theorem kx G 이 for almost all x G [c, d\ and k； € L2 [c,(J\ 
for almost all y G [a, 6], where kx(y) = k(x,y) and k；(x) = Ar*(y, x) = 
k(x,y). However, we can not guarantee that kx G Z시/스 6] for every 
x G [c, J] or ky E 刀2 [仁세 for every y E [a, &]. For this reason, two 
kinds of integral operators K are defined below. Definition 2.1 in the 
below was already mentioned in [6].

DEFINITION 2.1. The integral operator K with kernel function 
k(x,y) is said to satisfy Property fc, if
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(a) kx G 刀么位, 이 for every x € [c, d], and
(b) if (Kf)(x) = 0 a.e. for a / G 刀么[⑷ 이, then (Kf)(x) = 0 for 

all x G [c, rf].

DEFINITION 2.2. The integral operator K with kernel function 
A(:r,y) is said to satisfy Property (c*) if

(i) k； E I시色 石！] for every y G [a, 6], and
(ii) if (K*/z)(y) = 0 a.e. for a A 6 £2[仁리, 나wn (K*/i)(y) = 0 

for all y G [a, 5].

If K satisfies Property (c*), then from the condition (i) and Schwarz 
inequality, (K허 h)(y) exists for all y G [a, &] whenever h G £2 [色 리- If 

y) is a continuous function on [c, d\ x [a, 이, then it is obvious that 
K satisfies Property (c*). The following lemma describes a result for 
the integral operator K satisfying Property (c), see [6] for the proof.

LEMMA 2.3. If the integral operator K satisfies Property (c), then

川(互)丄 = \/{ 사 : ze[c,d]}.

Now an important result for the integral operator K satisfying 
Property (c*) is described.

THEOREM 2.4. If K satisfies Property (c*), then the integral op
erator K^K satisfies Property (c).

PROOF. First, we will show that (k*k)y 6 I사으리 for all y E 
[a, 6]. Let t/ be a fixed point in [a, 이. Using the hypothesis (i) and 
Schwarz inequality, we obtain
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(1)

|(么*乃)이(iz)|2 du

a

b
\(ky,k^\2du

< [b II k； II2 II k： ||2 du 
J a

= II 즈； II2 어 (g |K(tz,a:)|2</a:)(Az

= II k； ||2 ( |^(rr,u)|2 dx du).

Since k； e 丄引色日 for every y G [a,6] and k(x,y) G /리色印 乂 [a,&]), 
from the inequality (1) (k^k)y G 2시/z, 이 for every y G [«,&]•

To show that the operator K^K satisfies the condition (b), suppose 
that (K*Kf)(y) = 0 a.e. for a / G I시의，이- Since Kf € [c, d],
from the hypothesis (ii) («/)Q/) = = 0 for all y £
[a, &]• Therefore, K^K satisfies Property (c).

Lemma 2.5. N(K*K) = N(K).

PROOF. Let f G N(K). Then, Kf = 0 and so K후Kf = 0. Hence, 
N(J〈) C N(JCK). To show the converse relation, suppose that f 6 
N(K*K). Then, K*Kf = 0 and thus (JC*Kf,g) = 0 for all g e 
L2[a,b\. Since (K*Kf,g) = (Kf,Kg) and f e I시이,이, (Kf,Kf) = 
0. It follows that Kf = 0, i.e., f G N(J〈、). Hence, N(J<*K、) C N(I<).

Observe that from Lemma 2.5, N(J〈= K)보 = N(K)보. Using this 
fact, Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 2.4, the following theorem is immedi
ately obtained.
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THEOREM 2.6. If the integral operator K satisfies Property (c*), 
then

N(K)노 =、J{(k*k)y : ye[a,b] },

where (k*k)y(u) = u) = (k；, 셔;) for all u G [a, 6].

From now on, it is assumed that g E 2?(7f) +j?(K)丄 . Recall that /o 
is the least squares solution of minimum norm (LSSMN) to Kf = g 
if and only if /o € N(JC)노 and Kf()= Pg, where P is the orthogonal 
projection of L2 [c, d\ onto the closure of R(K) [4]. Hence, Theorem 
2.6 implies that the LSSMN fo to Kf = g can be approximated as 
closely as desired by (finite) linear combinations of the (k半k)Js If K 
satisfies Property (c*).

LEMMA 2.7. fo is the LSSMN to Kf = g if and only if fo is the 
minimum norm solution to K*Kf = K氷g, see [3] for the proof.

For given n points 的, 地, … —Un in |으, &], the next theorem shows 
how to choose constants 句, 仁么, • • • , cn so that 乞;=!<%/(》*★)外 will best 
approximate the LSSMN fo to Kf = in the £2-norm without know
ing fo, that is, only g(x) and the kernel k(x,y) need to be known to 
determine the cfs. Let c = (仁1,仁2,•… ，仁 n)T, b = ((K*우)(yi),... , 
(7<*gQ(2/n)) , and let A be the nxn matrix whose ij-th component is 
((k허k)yj, (A*A)的). With these notations, the following theorem is ob
tained.

THEOREM 2.8. Let fo be the LSSMN to the first kind integral 
equation Kf = g. If K satisfies Property (c*), then the minimum of 
|| /o —Cj(k*k)yj || over all constants 仁1, 仁2,. … , cn occurs when 
c is a solution of Ax = b. Moreover^ the value of fn = 丁三=1 Cj(k*k)yj 
is independent of which solution c of Ax = b one takes.

PROOF. Let fo be the LSSMN to Kf = g. Then, fo E N(JC)노. Since 
K satisfies Property (c*), V{(A?*A:)2/1,... ,(k*k)yn} is a subspace of
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N(JC)보. Hence, || /o —句(겨*져)乃 || is minimized when the c/s 
are chosen so that 乞；=1 Cj(k후k)yj is the orthogonal projection of f() 
onto V{(fc*fc)2Z1, • • •, (A*A)하n }• Therefore, for each i,

n
(fo — 스 : cj(J〈『k)yj, (k해k)yi) = 0,

J=i

which implies that (fo,(k*k)yi) = 으}；=!((★：*》)的,(》*★)外)Cj. By 
Lemma 2.7, fo is the minimum norm solution to K^Kf = K*g and 
thus K^Kfo = K하1 g. Using this fact, one obtains

fo(u)(k*k) 的 (u)du

=/:
(A*k)(j/i,《0/o(《0 오

=(«/0)(卵) = (2f*gOG/i).

Hence, the first part of this theorem is accomplished.
The second part follows immediately from the uniqueness of the 

orthogonal projection fn = 드三=1 Cj(k*k)yj of fo onto V{(A*fc)2Z1，… , 

(체！J

In Theorem 2.8, if (k*k)yj’s are linearly independent, then A is 
—*

positive definite and hence Ax = b can be solved uniquely using 
the Cholesky factorization. But there are often some cases where 
(A**0外’8 are linearly dependent. In this case, Theorem 2.8 shows 
that any solution to Ax = b can be used to form an approximate 
solution fn = 으리! Cj(k*k)yj of fo. Hence, the minimum norm solu
tion, c = to Ax = b can be used to form the /n, where is the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A. Recall that if A = U^VT is 
the singular value decomposition of A, then c = A^b = V^UTb [5].

In what follows, let n be a fixed natural number. We now consider 
how an optimal set of n points 的, j/2, . • - , Vn in [a, 6] can be chosen so
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that 허k)yj can best approximate the LSSMN 九 to Kf =
g. Let fn = 仁j(k广k)yj be the approximate solution obtained by
Theorem 2.8 for the LSSMN fa to Kf = g. Using a property of the 
orthogonal projection,

n
(2) || /o — /nil2 = || /oil2— || /nil2 and || /nil2 =〉>(〒g)(的).

J=i

By virtue of Theorem 2.8 and the equality (2), a numerical method 
for approximating the LSSMN /o to Kf = g can be obtained in the 
following theorem.

THEOREM 2.9. Let 九) be the LSSMN to Kf = g and let n be a 
fixed natural number. Suppose that K satisfies Property (c*). Then, to 
minimize || /0 - II overall ci,c2,... ,cn and yt,y2, •.. ,
yn, one need only solve : minimize -라_(%(!《〕*g)(yj) over all ?/i, ?/2, 

where (ci,c2,... ,cn)T = A^b and b = ((K*g)(yi), …, 
(/@)(此))T

Notice that || fo ||2 being unknown does not inhibit solving this min
imization problem. Since — ||/n||2 = —에조*우)(乃) in Theorem 
2.9 can be thought of as a function of n variables, yi,y斗… ,!/n, we 
have a problem of minimizing the nonlinear function FQ/i, ?/2, • • • , yn) 
= -己 =1Cj(K*g)(yj) subject to a < yi < b (i = 1,2,... ,n). This 
minimization problem can be solved numerically by a subroutine 
E04JAF in the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) library. Once 
n is given, this numerical method provides an optimal set of n points 
and n basis functions to approximate the LSSMN /o of Kf = g.

3. Numerical Implementation
In this section, we consider the numerical implementation of the 

method developed in Section 2. All computer runs are done in double 
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precision on the Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) AS/9160 using the IBM 
VS FORTRAN compiler and using the MVS operating system. Double 
precision arithmetic on this machine means about 15 decimal digits 
of accuracy.

For simplicity of exposition, (•,•)[』and (•, -)[c,d] denote the in
ner products on 1시으, b] and £2 [心리, respectively. Let n denote the 
number of points to be used. Once n points 的, … , J/n in [a, 이 are 
given, the nxn linear system Ax = b is constructed and then its min
imum norm solution is found using the Linpack subroutine DSVDC 
[2]. Owing to the finite precision of the computer’s arithmetic, some 
computed singular values may be small instead of zero. Thus, com
puted singular values that give the smallest residual norm ||6 — A지|么 

have been used. All inner products required to form A = («ij) and 
b = (bi) are computed using the repeated Gauss-Legendre 4-point 
rule. Specifically, the aij and bi are computed using the following re
lations:

어 j = ((☆*★)〒 (☆* *0아) [a,5]

= ((제 ’ *：)[Mb (즈;,', *：)[<：,</])[a,j] 

bi =(互*50(卵) = (A；V)[c,dp

Once an approximate solution fn = 으리己句仏**：)外 for /o has been 
calculated, three different kinds of errors - AE, RE, and RES - between 
/o and fn are approximated on the set S = {a + ih \ h = {즈, i = 
0,1,。.. , 100} to see how well our method works. They are computed 
as follows:

AE=max 시九⑵)一/n(!/)| • y E S }

RE = max fo(、y) — fn(、y)
/o(y)

RES =max{ |(K*K/n)(t/) — ICg{y}\ : e S }

: V 三 S, fo(y) 羊 0 }

= max{ | ((")妙/n)[우] —(A；,gO[c,d]| : y E S }.
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All test examples given below are the first kind integral equations of 
the form (Kf)(x) = k(x,y)f(y)dy = 우(⑦), c < x < which sat
isfy Property (c*). The n initial points 免, 地,, yn in [a, 6] are chosen 
by the formula yi = a+i(으三으) or yi = 서느(음히) for i = 1,2,... , n. It 
is observed that there is a small difference between these two choices 
in some of test problems. For this case, the better results are re
ported. The Fortran code for this numerical method is available from 
the author upon request. The operator P in the following examples 
refers to the orthogonal projection of I시A d} onto the closure of j?(K).

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let k(x,y) = ⑦ + y and g(x) = j;2 + |, where 
x 6 [0,1] and G [0,1]. Since R(K) = V{l,a:}, = x. Since
N(J〈)노 = V{l,y}, by a simple calculation we obtain fo(y) = 4 — 6y.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let k(x, y) = (x — y)2 and g(x) = ⑦3 — 頭 __ 끄 十 

where x E [0,1] and y G [0,1]. Since R(K) = (Pg)(x) =
¥ — |:r + |. From the fact that 7V(K)丄 = V{l,y,y2}, fo(y) = y is 
easily obtained.

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let k(x,y) = exy and = 으츠i느구, where x 6 
[0,1] and y G [0,1]. Observe that N(K)보 = 刀川, 1] (see Example 4.1 
in [이). Using this fact, fo(y) = ey.

EXAMPLE 3.4. Let k(x,y) = cos(x—y) and g(x) = 으 sin :z서“sin 2a:— 
읂 cos a;, where x G [0, tf] and y G [0, tv]. Since = V{sin:r, cos ⑦}, 
(P이)(⑦) = y sin⑦ and /O(J/) = siny.

The numerical results for the above examples are listed in Table 
1. All numbers have been rounded to 3 decimal places. Notice that 
RES can be thought of as an approximation for the residual norm 

_ 2C*이||. As can be seen in Table 1, satisfactory results are 
obtained when n = 3 for Examples 3.1 and 3.2 and n = 2 for Example 
3.4. For Example 3.3, we have tried numerical experiments for various 
values of n > 4, but the errors AE and RE decrease very slowly as 
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n increases. This may be because it is very difficult to approximate 
fo(y) = e2' by a finite linear combination of the (k*k)yj’s. Notice also 
that for Example 3.3 the values of AE and RE are relatively much 
larger than those of RES. This may be because the problem is ill- 
posed.

4. Conclusions

An advantage of the above method is that for a fixed value of
n, it automatically provides an optimal set of n basis functions that
best approximate the LSSMN /0 of the first kind integral equation
Kf = g satisfying Property (c*). A second advantage of this method
is that the coefficients of the (k쑤k)y『s are chosen to minimize the
norm difference between the approximate solution fn and the LSSMN
fo instead of minimizing the residual norm. From numerical results
in Table 1, it may be concluded that the accuracy of this method
depends on how well one can approximate the LSSMN fo by a (finite)
linear combination of the and how serious the ill-posedness
of the problem is.

Table 1 : Numerical results for test problems
Example n AE RE RES

2 2.61 X 10—11 2.06 x 10—1° 2.21 x 10-13
3.1 3 8.72 X 10“12 7.09 X IO”11 1.05 X 10“13

4 1.39 X 10—12 1.16 X 10“n 1.28 X 10-13
2 3.19 x 10“6 3.09 X 10“4 8.53 X IO”7 *

3.2 3 2.26 X 10“14 * 2.13 X 10—12 1.95 X IO-16
4 1.18 X IO”"14 2.45 X 10-13 2.14 x 10“16
2 2.12 X 10“2 1.31 X 10“2 4.50 X 10-5

3.3 3 5.67 X 10“4 5.07 X 10“4 1.14 X 10“10 *
4 5.70 X 10”4 5.10 X 10-4 8.38 X 10“12
2 2.97 X 10-1° 9.43 X 10-y 9.44 X 10”lb

3.4 3 2.96 X 10—10 9.44 X 10“9 9.44 X 10-16
4 2.94 X 10-10 9.40 X 10-9 9.38 X IO""16
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